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Stay safe during Metro Line operator training

The City of Edmonton is reminding pedestrians, cyclists and
motorists to stay safe around LRT as commissioning and
training for the Metro Line progresses.

Edmonton Transit System (ETS) operators are training on the
Metro Line, which means that trains are now moving on the
tracks between MacEwan LRT Station, Kingsway/Royal Alex LRT
Station and NAIT LRT Station. Trains are fast and quiet, and can
come from any direction on any track, so it’s critical to stay alert.

Pedestrians, cyclists and motorists are reminded to:

Exercise patience, as wait times will increase at some intersections and pedestrian crossings.
Be aware of and obey all traffic signs, signals and gates.
Only cross at designated crossings when permitted.
Never stop on or travel along the tracks.
Never enter a track area when gates, lights and bells are on or when trains are coming.
Clear the crossing immediately if you’re already in it when gates, lights and bells are activated.

During ETS commissioning and training the Metro Line trains cannot carry passengers. While progress
is being made, the City has not determined an opening date for the Metro Line. The City remains
committed to opening the new line to safe, reliable public service as soon as possible, and will continue
to provide regular updates to Edmonton residents.

For more information:

On the Metro Line visit edmonton.ca/metroline

About ETS service visit takeETS.com

Media contact:

Lindsay Yarmon
Communications
780-496-8191
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